KMD-210
Ecological ice maker for Crescent cubes with
separate container.

The KMD-210 is a modular ice maker, producing versatile, clear, crescent
shaped ice. It includes a double-sided stainless-steel evaporator, which
requires fewer cycles to produce a bin full of ice, therefore reducing
energy consumption. The crescent shape offers splash-free serving, ideal
for a range of HORECA environments such as bars, hotels, restaurants,
nightclubs and entertainment venues.

Industry Leading
Crescent shaped ice
The KMD produces clear, crescent shaped ice. The
unique shape is built from the inside out with an internal
temperature of -4°c. The consistent halfmoon shape also
optimises maximum storage bin capacity.
*Compatible ice storage
bin base sold separately

Ice Cubes
Crescent (Edge) cube: 38x29x13mm
Average weight: 9 grams
Production Capacity
210kg / 24h

Crystal clear ice
Hoshizaki US patented evaporator allows only the purest
water molecules to freeze, resulting in crystal-clear ice
cubes.
Performance filtration
Professional grade filters are used to improve taste and
reduce odours resulting in great-tasting, crystal-clear ice.

Energy efficient
Foam injected polyurethane insulation (HFC free) helps
preserve the quality and consistency of the ice produced,
reducing the number of production cycles.

Corresponding bin
B-140 SA
B-210 SA (1 x TK-18D Top Kit)
Or Lancer Self-dispense unit.
Available with

R290 gas

Zero environmental
impact

Features

Technical specifications

Reliable
An easy to clean air filter allows you to carry out a
routine cleaning schedule, extending product life
expectancy and reducing the frequency of engineer
visits.

Dimensions
560mm (W) x 610mm (H) x 625mm (D)

Durable
Poor water quality is one of the major causes of
equipment breakdown. The KMD double flushing
system offers built-in self-cleaning, improving the
lifespan of the machine. The KMD also has a new,
stronger evaporator structure for maximum protection
and improved durability.
Hygienic
Removable door gaskets help prevent any heat and
contamination from entering the bin, as well as making
the machine easy to clean and maintain.
Modular*
The KMD-210 ice machine configures perfectly with a
choice of three compatible ice storage bin sizes.
For instant high volume self-serve establishments, the
KMD-210 is also fully compatible with the 440 Lancer.
*KMD compatible storage bins/ lancer dispense unit each sold
separately to ice machines

Weight Gross / Net
73kg/57kg
Power Supply
1 phase 220-240V 50Hz
Power consumption ( 24h power factor 75%)
683W
B-140 SA (modular bin)
Dimensions
559mm (W) x 1016 (Adjustable Legs +90 –120)
(H) x 820mm (D)
Weight Gross / Net
67kg/52kg
Net capacity (I)
140

B-210 SA (modular bin)

*1 x TK-18D Top Kit also required
Dimensions
762mm (W) x 1016mm (Adjustable Legs +90 –120)
(H) x 526mm (D)
Weight Gross / Net
70kg/59kg
Net capacity (I)
210

Lancer ID-4400 22
Dimensions
559mm (W) x 899mm (H) (with legs) x 775mm (D)
Space Required
572mm (W) x 787mm (D)
Weight with ice
145kg
Electrical
115VAC/60Hz, 3AMP’s
230VAC/50Hz, 1.5AMP’s

Operation requirements
Ambient temperature
7-50°C
Water supply temperature
7-35°C
Water supply pressure
2.5bar
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